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Giuseppe Marino,

President of the Italian-Cypriot 
Chamber of Commerce

Dear Members and Friends,

I’m very happy to open the February

Newsletter of the Chamber with our

congratulations to H.E. Nikos

Christodoulides, elected on 12th

February 2023 8th President of the

Republic of Cyprus

I had the honor to meet H.E.

Christodoulides when he was Minister

of Foreign Affairs and in that occasion,

we had the opportunity to discuss on

the role of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber in supporting the business

cooperation in the Mediterranean in

relation to which I’m sure we will see

important developments during his

presidential mandate.

In this direction we started to work on

the preliminary activities related to the

organization of the Italian-Cypriot

Business Forum planned at the end of

May in Rome that will be a great

occasion to focus on the most

interesting areas of cooperation

between our two countries.

One of the mentioned areas will be

Technology that was the focus of the

February Smart Talk where we had the

pleasure to host Professor Panayiotis

Zaphiris, Rector of Cyprus University of

Technology and President of the

Cyprus Rectors Conference who gave

us an excellent overview on status

and perspectives of Scientific

Cooperation and Technology Transfer

in the MED Area.

Continuing with our Smart Talks we will

have the pleasure to host in March the

Director of Italian Trade Agency in

Beirut Claudio Pasqualucci who will

give us an overview on the institutional

support activities for Italian

Companies in the Area.

Stay tuned then and enjoy the

reading!
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The Presidential Elections in the Republic of

Cyprus ended on Sunday 12th February,

consecrating Nikos Christodoulides as the

new President, with 51.97% (equal to 204,867

votes), the winner in the runoff against his

opponent, Andreas Mavroyiannis, who

polled 48.03% (equal to 189,335 votes).

In the first round on 5th February, 404,403

people voted, while 27.95 per cent of voters

abstained. Christodoulides got 32.04%,

Mavroyiannis 29.61%, Neophytou 26.11%, and

Christou 6.04%.

President Christodoulides thanked voters,

declaring that he will be the 'President of all

Cypriots', confirmed that his government will

be made up of 50-50 men and women, and

that they will work together to overcome the

stalemate in the peace talks with the Turkish

Cypriots.

At the end of the official speech,

Christodoulides met with the leaders of the

other parties, Nicolas Papadopoulos (DIKO),

Marios Garoyian (DIPA), Marinos Sizopoulos

(EDEK), who declared their readiness to

support the new government.

The President's next steps will involve

meetings with Averof Neophytou (DISY) and

Stefanos Stefanou (AKEL), and an institutional

visit to Greece.

The outgoing President, Nikos Anastasiades,

in power since 2013 and re-elected in 2018, a

conservative from the governing DISY party,

expressed in a tweet, congratulations to his

successor.

Christodoulides, 49, has held various positions

for the Republic of Cyprus over the past two

decades, as a diplomat, government

spokesman and Foreign Minister.

He holds a degree in political science,

economics, Byzantine studies and modern

Greek from Queens College of the City

University of New York, a master’s degree in

political science from New York University

and another in diplomatic studies from the

University of Malta at the Mediterranean

Academy of Diplomatic Studies, and a

doctorate from the Department of Political

Science and Public Administration of the

University of Athens.

He is widely regarded as an active and

renewing politician, who will start his mandate

facing many challenges, from reunification

talks with Turkish Cypriots to labour disputes,

from fighting inflation to managing migration

flows.

The President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber

of Commerce, Giuseppe Marino, together

with the Vice-Presidents Federico Franchina

and Costas Katsaros representing all the

members of the Chamber extend their

congratulations to the new President of

Cyprus, Nikos Christodoudiles, confirming the

commitment of the Chamber for

strengthening and further develop the

business cooperation between Italy and

Cyprus.

Nikos Christodoulides, 
New President of the Republic of Cyprus.
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The February Smart Talk of the Chamber took

place on 23th February and focused on

'Scientific Cooperation and Technology

Transfer in the Med Area’.

The guest speaker was Panayiotis Zaphiris,

Rector of the Cyprus University of Technology

since 2020 and President of the Cyprus

Rectors' Conference, with a PhD in Human

Computer Interaction from the University of

Wayne, USA. He holds a PhD in Engineering

Systems and Electrical Engineering from the

University of Maryland, College Park, USA; he

was Reader at the Human Computer

Interaction Design Centre of the City

University of London, has participated in over

16 subsidised research projects, totalling EUR

5 million, and has published over 250

academic articles.

The Smart Talk opened with greetings and

thanks from the President of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, Giuseppe

Marino, who emphasised how "the promotion

of scientific cooperation is one of the

Chamber's objectives, especially for the

creation of links between industry and

academia, not only with regard to research

projects, but more generally for the future of

our countries, where the Chamber is

committed to the development of relations

between Italy and Cyprus, with a special

focus on the countries of the Mediterranean

area as well”.

The Vice-President of the Chamber of

Commerce Federico Franchina, after the

President introduction, started the talk asking

Zaphiris to give an overview of the objectives

of the Rectors' Conference within Cyprus and

the EU.

Mr. Zaphiris, thanking for the invitation,

explained that university education in Cyprus

is something relatively recent, in fact Nicosia

is celebrating its 30th anniversary this year,

while Limassol opened only 15 years ago; all

10 universities in Cyprus have been active for

no more than 30 years.

When compared to European universities,

which have been in existence for over 100

years, obviously the Cyprus Rectors'

Conference plays an additional role to the

classic role of the universities; there is a great

interest in creating awareness about the high

degree of university education in a country

that had no history in this field, to increase the

involvement of academics and to put

pressure on policy makers to listen to the

opinion of the insiders.

When asked what are the current and future

challenges related to higher education and

how are they related to technology transfer

from academia to industry, Zaphiris said that

although these universities are recent, they

have achieved a lot in just 30 years.

First of all, the country invested in the

establishment of the first 3 state universities

(the University of Cyprus, the Cyprus University

of Technology and the Open University),

which obtained funds to recruit young

academics from abroad, who settled in

Cyprus; this resulted in a change in the

educational level, and it is no coincidence

that the first 3 Cypriot universities are in the

top 1000 of the Times Higher Education, and

the first 2 in the ranking of the top 300 in the

world.

As far as knowledge transfer is concerned,

there is a challenge in two directions: the first

is that there is the potential, but, on the other

hand, there are no manufacturing industries,

nor factories (where university knowledge

could be involved), so the Cypriot economy is

essentially based on tourism and services.

In this context, the transfer of technological

knowledge is difficult, which is also limited by

the legal framework, which imposes a number

of restrictions on the establishment of startups

and other ways of knowledge transfer within

universities. However, it should be mentioned

that the transfer takes place through

European projects, with which one does not

necessarily have to be an industrial partner,
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and this is where Cyprus has been successful

in collaborations, for example, with Italy, in

the transfer of technological knowledge, but

also focused on basic research for training.

Mr. Franchina pointed out the similarities with

Sicily, where there is a lack of industry but

there is knowledge, and asked to describe

the areas in which Cypriot universities are

engaged in technology transfer abroad.

Mr. Zaphiris argues that technological

knowledge is applied in engineering,

medical faculties and in 'teaming projects'

(EU-funded projects), which aim to create

centres of excellence in specific areas, such

as Satellite Data, Analysyses of Problems in

Satellite Data, New Media, Blue Economy,

Cancer Research, and other areas.

Universities that are not involved in lengthy

bureaucratic processes move more quickly

towards collaboration with industry.

Regarding the ways in which businesses and

startups are encouraged to develop ideas

into productions that create jobs and

improve the quality of life both in Cyprus and

in the EU, Mr. Zaphiris replied that the

Government has set up a specific Ministry for

Research and Knowledge Transfer, in

addition to the National Funding Agency.

Concerning the legal framework, the

universities have sent their comments to the

institutions on a number of obstacles that,

according to them, prevent an agreement

between universities and industry; at present,

the Government has brought in experts to

advise on how to improve. Furthermore, there

is an expectation that the new regulatory

framework will be approved in Parliament;

and a great opportunity for collaborations

will come from the foundation of shared

startups between universities.

The previous system left a larger percentage

in the hands of the universities, which

prevented private industry from joining in, as

well as the fear that the state university, with

its bureaucratic procedures, would delay the

process rather than move it forward. This has

now improved and it is hoped that this will

encourage academics to commercialize their

ideas, with benefits for the university and

industry.

According to Mr. Zaphiris, some of the current

challenges (such as biotechnology, artificial

intelligence and the energy transition) have

led to a number of attempts to bring the

Mediterranean countries together, but there

has been no official forum where these issues

have been discussed, nor is there one where

these countries could join forces, including

Israel, which is very successful in these areas,

and North Africa, which could have great

potential to collaborate.

But if such cooperation were to take place,

Cyprus, because of its collaboration with

former Soviet countries, has been put at the

centre of the discussion for various reasons,

and this has brought many companies with

expertise in IT and AI to the island.

"For example," Zaphiris added, "last year, our

universities decided to double the recruitment

of undergraduate students in IT because

there is a large demand, which we will not be

able to fill among public and private Cypriot

universities. In conclusion, there is room to

bring in more human resources and continue

the initiatives already underway.

Mr. Franchina agreed with the strategy of

attracting talent, which transforms Cyprus into

a knowledge hub, and, with a view to the

scientific cooperation between Member

States encouraged by the EU through the

various incentives (Horizon Programme,

ERC;..), he asked what other collaborations

could be, in addition to those already in

place, between Italy and Cyprus, and how

they could be opened up to non-EU

countries.
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Mr. Zaphiris mentioned that disciplines have

changed; for example, in the historical field,

there is now a lot of technology in how to

preserve cultural heritage (3D models),

especially in Italy, and this is an opportunity to

access European funds.

In Cyprus recently in the new Shipping

Department, marine archaeology was

mentioned as an important sector, so one

has to keep an open mind to meet new

areas of interest.

One possible collaboration for all

Mediterranean countries is in the area of

Shipping. Among universities there are

opportunities in various fields: Finance, Data

Analytics, and many others.

In light of the difficulties that exist in

connecting universities with the world of

industry, Mr. Franchina raised the question of

the contribution that the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce can make to

support scientific cooperation between Italy

and Cyprus in order to achieve a fruitful

transfer of technology.

Mr. Zaphiris believes that the Cyprus Chamber

of Commerce is open to work with the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce to create

collaborations between industry and

academia in both countries and in both

directions; it is an axis of opportunity that can

be implemented without the need for a lot of

funds, but by combining skills and

professionalism to create business and

networks.

Finally, Vice President Franchina concluded

the Smart Talk by thanking Mr. Zaphiris for his

participation and valuable suggestions

regarding scientific cooperation,

implementation methods and areas.

The Chamber's next appointment regarding

the focus of the talk will be at the end of May,

in Italy, with the Italian-Cypriot Business

Forum.
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A brief institutional meeting was held on

Wednesday 1st February between President

Giuseppe Marino and Hon. Alessandro

Caramiello, member of Agriculture

Commission of the Italian Parliament where

have been discussed the possible support

activities of the Chamber to the companies

of the agri-food sector with reference to the

export of its products to Cyprus and more

generally to the Eastern Mediterranean area.

President Marino explained to the member of

the Agriculture Commission what initiatives

have been implemented up to now, also

focusing on the annual planning of the

Chamber which again this year has included

the agro-food sector among those of

particular interest in terms of exchange,
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Institutional Meeting Agriculture Commission. 

A brief institutional meeting was held on

Tuesday 28th February between the

President Giuseppe Marino and the

President of the Italian Chamber of

Commerce in the UAE Stefano Campagna.

The meeting held in Dubai at the

headquarter of the Italian Chamber of

Commerce in the UAE was an opportunity to

discuss the activities planned for the current

year by both chambers as well as to ratify

an institutional collaboration between the

two bodies aimed at optimal support for the

members of the two Chambers in their

respective areas of interest.

The Italian Chamber of Commerce in the

United Arab Emirates was established in 2004

and is an Italian Chamber Abroad.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

established in 2016 is instead an Italian-

Foreign Chamber with headquarters in

Rome and a Representative office in Cyprus

and precisely this status, as stated in a

providing for the organization of specific

presentations to be held on a regional basis

as well as specific trade missions.
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recent Smart Talk, which was also attended

by the General Secretaries of the Italian

Chambers of Commerce in Israel and Egypt,

by the General Secretary of

Assocamerestero Domenico Mauriello can

represent an optimal access channel to the

Foreign Chamber System of the area as

point of contact in Italy.
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The new Italian government has transformed

the MISE (Ministry of Economic Development)

into the Ministry of Enterprises and Made in

Italy (MIMIT), changing not only its name, but

also its functions and modes of action.

The new mission of the renewed Ministry,

represented by Minister Adolfo Urso, is to give

greater impetus to international relations and

trade, starting from a new vision of Made in

Italy, aimed at affirming the identity of Italian

products and services in the world.

Within MIMIT, the Cabina di Regia (CdR) per

l'Internazionalizzazione (Steering Committee

for Internationalisation) operates, whose

function consists in adopting and

implementing the guidelines dictated by the

Comitato per il Made in Italy nel Mondo

(CIMIM) (Committee for Made in Italy in the

World). The establishment of this body is one

of MIMIT's new modes of action, as it

represents the concrete commitment of the

government, local institutions and entities to

support Made in Italy in foreign markets.

Further proof of the wide-ranging functions

performed by the Cabina di Regia is its

composition, in which converge the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs and International

Cooperation, the Ministry of Enterprise and

Made in Italy, the Ministry of Tourism, the

Ministry of Economy and Finance, the Ministry

of Agriculture, Food Sovereignty and Forestry,

the Conference of Regions, Unioncamere,

ABI, Confindustria, the Alliance of Italian

Cooperatives, the Italian Confederation of

Small and Medium Private Industry

(CONFAPI), representatives of

Confartigianato, Confcommercio and

Confesercenti.

During the 11th meeting of the Steering

Committee for Internationalization, held on

16th February in Rome at the Farnesina, all

stakeholders from the business sector, entities

and institutions, involved in the process of

developing Italian export strategies, met.

Of particular note was the speech by the

Minister of Foreign Affairs and International

Cooperation, Antonio Tajani, who said: 'The

support of the institutions for the growth of our

companies on foreign markets is a central

objective of Italy's foreign policy, which we

intend to pursue through teamwork, bringing

together the skills of the public and private

sectors. The goals we have set ourselves are

certainly ambitious, but we know that we can

count on the extraordinary dynamism of our

companies, their ability to innovate and

adapt quickly to challenges’.

Minister Adolfo Urso said, 'We are confident in

the potential of Sistema Italia to face the

stormy sea of deglobalization and the new

global challenges. The data on exports and

production demonstrate the great resilience

of our production system, which is more than

others in a position to react to changing

conditions’.

The meeting was attended by the Minister of

Economy and Finance Giancarlo Giorgetti,

the Minister of Agriculture and Food

Sovereignty and Forestry Francesco

Lollobrigida, the Minister of Health Orazio

Schillaci, the Deputy Minister of the

Environment and Energy Security Vannia

Gava, and the Undersecretary at the Ministry

of Infrastructure and Transport Tullio Ferrante.

The aim of the meeting was to share the

internationalisation policies and strategies of

the ‘Sistema Paese’ (Country System),

supporting them through market penetration

tools and targeted financial resources, and

thus accompanying Italian companies in their

growth in foreign markets.

The day ended with the drafting and

adoption of a concluding Document, by all

participants, indicating as strategic areas for

the development of internationalization, the

Balkans, the Mediterranean, Africa and Latin

America.
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"The CdR's functions include cooperation with

UnionCamere and Assocamerestero, the

promotional activities of the ICE Agency, and

the coordination of Missions in Foreign

Markets.

The strategic areas of internationalization

had already been on the agenda of the

2022 Ambassadors' Conference and also

have been presented by the Chamber

during the 5th edition of the Cypriot-Italian

Business Forum (Internationalization of

enterprises in the Mediterranean economy.

Models of development and opportunities for

transnational cooperation'), organized by the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce in

cooperation with Regional Council for

Productive Activities and Internazionalization

of Sicily Region.

The forum was the occasion to discuss the

opportunities of cooperation between Sicily

and Cyprus remarking the importance of

Mediterranean cooperation and it was also

the occasion to announce the upcoming

signature of a Memorandum of Understanding

between the Department of Productive

Activities and the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, with the aim to plan initiative and

action finalized to support Sicilian companies

in their internationalization process in Cyprus

and the East-Med area.
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"The Holy Father Pope Francis has appointed as Apostolic Nuncio in Cyprus His Excellency

Monsignor Giovanni Pietro Dal Toso, archbishop of Foraziana and Apostolic Nuncio in Jordan.

The President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, Giuseppe Marino, together with the

Vice-Presidents, Federico Franchina and Costas Katsaros, on behalf of all members and

delegates of the Chamber, congratulate the new Apostolic Nuncio wishing him well in his

mission for the catholic community of the Island.

Appointment of Apostolic Nuncio in Cyprus.
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Air connections between the island of Cyprus

and the rest of Europe have been intensified

thanks to a series of agreements between

TUS Airways and AVIAREPS, and between

Cyprus Airways and APG Hellas SA.

The two companies have been appointed

general sales agent (GSA) for Italy, France

and Germany respectively, while the latter

for Greece.

TUS Airways, founded in 2015, is the largest

Cypriot company in terms of fleet size, and

operates routes to Israel, Greece, Europe and

the Middle East. Germany's AVIAREPS will

support the Cypriot airline's growth in what

are defined as 'key markets' for the business,

providing sales, booking, bidding, ticketing

services. The choice of AVIAREPS, a leader in

representation, marketing and

communication for aviation, tourism,

hospitality and catering brands, is linked to

the Cypriot airline's ambitious growth

objectives towards the strategic markets of

Germany, France and Italy, "where we

expect significant growth in the coming

years, thanks to the strengthening of the

number of flights and routes to the Eastern

Mediterranean," said Ahmed Aly, CEO of TUS

Airways.

"We are very proud to have been appointed

as TUS Airways' general sales agent," said

Marcelo Kaiser, AVIAREPS' director of aviation

operations.

TUS Airways offers flights to Germany, France

and Italy from both Larnaca and Tel Aviv.

The second agreement is the one signed

between Cyprus Airways and APG Hellas SA,

which will develop its commercial structure in

Greece, increasing its connection through

thorough marketing operations.

Cyprus Airways has a network of routes

connecting Athens, Tel Aviv, Beirut, Rome,

Paris, Yerevan and well-known destinations in

Greece. With APG Hellas SA., new

destinations will be added in summer 2023:

Milan, Zurich, Prague, Basel, Cairo.

Throughout the year, flights to Milan-Bergamo,

Paris, Rome, Santorini, Skiathos, Preveza,

Crete, Rhodes, Thessaloniki, Beirut, Tel-Aviv,

Yerevan and Athens will be boosted.

Konstantinos Tsovilis, managing director of

APG Hellas SA, and Paul Sies, CEO of Cyprus

Airways, declared themselves optimistic and

confident that their partnership will result in

the strategic growth of the airline.

The reason for the two appointments is part of

Cyprus' air connectivity development plan,

with a view to attracting tourism and

investment to the island.

The effect of the expansion of routes and

frequency of connections will have positive

effects on the Cypriot economy, as it will

cascade into various sectors of the economy,

from tourism to culture, from real estate to

catering. Furthermore, the improved

connection between Cyprus and Europe acts

as an incentive for investors in the real estate

and hotel sector, making the island an

attractive destination for businesses in this

sector.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, in

its work as a bridge between the two

countries, follows in the support of

connectivity, tourism and trade between Italy

and Cyprus.

Panayiotis Hadjipandelis, Chairman of the

Board Hermes Airport Ltd until 2022, Executive

Chairman and CEO at Hellenic Mining Public

Company Ltd and Advisory Member of the

Board of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of
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Larnaca, located on the south-eastern coast

of the island of Cyprus, is the third largest city

by population after Nicosia and Limassol.

Over the past decades, it has established

itself as a nodal centre for the movement of

people and goods, through its marina and

airport, which has become the island's main

port of call.

The plan for the revitalisation of the economy

in Larnaca has as its main objectives the

promotion of its image, with predictable

positive effects on the tourist industry, and an

extensive renewal of transport on the island.

Currently, three prestigious projects are on

the way: the LPG terminal of the VLPG

consortium in Vasilikos, the development of

the port and marina, and the construction of

the Larnaca-Dekelia road.

These activities indicate that 'Larnaca is on a

dynamic path of recovery', said Larnaca

Chamber of Commerce President Stavros

Stavrou, 'despite the shocks caused by the

pandemic, Russia's invasion of Ukraine, rising

prices and soaring inflation’.

As for the first project, the oil, LPG and

asphalt plants were removed from the

Larnaca coast and transferred to the

Vasilikos energy centre.

The VLPG comprises Petrolina Public Ltd, Eko

Logistics, Synergas and Intergaz, which

invested EUR 35 million in the area. The LPG

terminal has a total capacity of 4,000 metric

tonnes, a bottling plant and an LPG cylinder

maintenance unit, and brings together almost

all of Cyprus's energy infrastructure.

This project contributes to the rehabilitation of

the area and benefits the Cypriot energy

hub. Companies involved in the project

include Exxon Mobil Cyprus, BP Eastern

Mediterranean and Iacovou Brothers, as well

as the Cyprus Petroleum Storage Company.

In March 2022, in order to ensure the safety of

the Vasilikos hub, a Safety Coordination Body

was set up, comprising representatives of the

local residents, the fire brigade, the police,

the port police and the Port Authority; a civil

protection plan and a Safety, Health and

Environmental Monitoring Committee were

also set up.

By the end of March 2023, it is planned to

install road control mechanisms for access to

the centre and to remove a metal recycling

plant, which is considered dangerous. The

project to develop the harbour and marina

area became a reality when the

Cypriot-Israeli consortium Kition Ocean

Holdings won the tender.
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Commerce, highlighted during a Smart Talk

the strategic importance of Cyprus as a

connection point of the Mediterranean Area.

The island's two main airports, in Larnaca and

Paphos, are visited by over 10 million

passengers every year. These numbers are set

to increase as a result of the new agreements

making Cyprus the centre of an increasingly

expanding area with attractive investment

opportunities for the business world.
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In February 2022, a meeting was held in

Larnaca between the Tourism Development

& Promotion Company (ΕΤΑΠ), the Kition

Ocean Holdings consortium, and the city's

municipality, which formalised the handover

of the management of the port, which until

then had been the responsibility of the

Cypriot port authorities.

The managing director of the company,

Panos Alexandrou, presented the four phases

of the project's implementation; the head of

ΕΤΑΠ Larnaca, Dinos Lefkaritis, expressed his

satisfaction with the cooperation in

modernising the port area.

The cost of the new marina project is

estimated at EUR 1.2 billion. The mayor of

Larnaca, Andreas Vyras, noted that 'in

addition to the obvious economic benefits, it

is important that the quality of life of the

residents of Larnaca improves if the

infrastructure is significantly modernised'. He

also expressed satisfaction that ‘the

Consortium pays special attention to

environmental and cultural issues’.

According to the agreement, the state leases

the port and marina of Larnaca for 40 years

and the real estate on their territory for 125

years. According to preliminary estimates, the

benefits that the Cyprus economy will

receive are estimated at €120 million per

year, and more than 4,000 people will be

employed.

"The new port will be able to attract a new

generation of cruise ships within a reasonable

timeframe. To achieve this goal, Kition Ocean

Holdings and ETAP Larnaca will jointly

coordinate actions and take appropriate

measures.

The marina will be able to accommodate

vessels from 10 to 130 metres in length, while

a specially equipped platform will be

provided for their repair. The reconstruction of

the port of Larnaca is the largest, most

articulated and most expensive coastal

project ever undertaken in our country,' said

Alexandrou.

The third project being implemented

concerns the third phase of construction of

the Larnaca-Dekelia road, the total cost of

which is estimated at EUR 17.6 million, and will

include a number of related infrastructure

and services.

The structural funds allocated by Larnaca for

the period 2021-2027 exceed EUR 15 million,

and also include other interventions, such as,

the rehabilitation of the facades of Piale

Pasha and the Acropolis and Alki squares,

the renovation of Patticheio Park and other

parks, the rehabilitation of pavements and

the paving of the shopping centre,

according to the President of the Larnaca

Chamber of Commerce, Stavros Stavrou.

All these innovative actions will contribute to

boosting the area's economy, with knock-on

effects on the tourism and hotel sector,

where the construction of more than 3,000

beds and the arrival of international chains is

expected within the next three years.

Larnaca will repropose itself on the market

with its identity character and strengthened

competitiveness, which will enable it to run

for the title of European Capital of Culture in

2030.
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For the second year, EMC will be hosted in

Limassol, in November 2023, with the full

support of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce

& Industry of Cyprus.

With industry and ministerial support from

across the region, EMC is the perfect platform

to meet colleagues, do business and assess

the opportunities in the world’s newest

energy frontier. EMC 2023 brings together the

key influencers from across the region

including policymakers, international

operators, national energy companies,

engineering contractors, offshore

engineering, energy specialists and more.

Join the leading organisations, individuals

and initiatives in the sector that can help you

EMC 2023 – Eastern Mediterranean 
Conference & Exhibition in Limassol in November 2023.

develop your business opportunities and help

to position Cyprus and her neighbors as a

major global energy hub for the future. For

more information, please write to:

segreteria@camcomitacipro.it

March 2023 Smart Talk

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the guest of the

March 2023 Smart Talk will be Claudio Pasqualucci, Director of Beirut Office at ITA - Italian

Trade Agency and will focus on “Business Development Opportunities in Cyprus and in the

Med Area. The Italian Trade Agency Perspective”.

The event will be held online on 23th March 2023 at 14:30 ITA / 15:30 CY and registration are

already opened at the email address: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it
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This February 2023 the independent energy think tank Ember has released the annual European

Electricity Review (https://www.ey.com/en_cy/the-future-of-banking-in-cyprus). It contains

insights, data and analysis related to the EU electricity transition in 2022, what happened in 2022

and what expect for this year.

According to the review, from October 2022, EU electricity demand has seen large year-on-year

falls. It fell by 8.5% in Q4 2022 compared to the same period in 2021. Earlier in the year, electricity

demand was only slightly down. The fall in demand was primarily due to mild weather, alongside

demand reduction measures driven in part by high electricity prices. Across the year as a whole,

EU demand fell by 2.7% (-79 TWh), from 2888 TWh in 2021 to 2809 TWh in 2022. This follows a

substantial increase in 2021 of 118 TWh (+4.2%) as demand rebounded from a pandemic low.

France recorded the largest absolute reduction in demand in 2022 with demand falling by 22 TWh

(-4.3%) to 484 TWh from 505 TWh. Slovakia saw the largest relative decrease with demand falling

8.1% (-2.5 TWh).

13
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We have tried to find some insights related to

electricity market related to Cyprus.

First of all, the review points out that almost all

EU countries experienced falling or stagnant

demand in 2022. Malta, Cyprus, Ireland and

Portugal were the exception, with demand

growing between 3 and 6%.

EU-wide electricity demand per capita has

remained broadly flat over the last two

decades. In 2000, it was 6.2 MWh, rising only

slightly to 6.3 MWh 2022. However, this varies

at the country level. Eastern European

countries such as Hungary, Croatia, Poland

and Lithuania have seen moderate increases

whereas western European countries like

Germany, Spain and France have seen

demand per capita decline.

EU electricity demand is expected to

increase this decade as electrification

expands across sectors, which may happen

quicker than expected in response to the

energy crisis.

According to the review, also Cyprus has

experienced an increase of energy demand

almost doubling in the last years.

On the other hand, Ember’s review highlights

how Cyprus has one of the dirties electricity

grid in terms of carbon-emission/carbon

intensive reaching almost 600 gCO2/kWh

due to use of fossils for energy generation.

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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On the other hand , the review also shows efforts

Cyprus has done in relation to the highest share of

solar power in terms of electricity generation,

positioning above Italy and Germany.

On the same time data shows as Cyprus

has reduced – in the period 2015-2022 ‘

the use of carbon and fossils for the

electricity moving from well above 600

gCO2/kWh to lower one

The review does not take in consideration the opportunities of gas exploration and exploitation

in Cyprus that in the near future could reshape the electricity market in the island in terms of

energy generation.

The Ember’s review concludes that electricity demand dropped significantly in the fourth

quarter of 2022 due to both mandated and voluntary energy savings and mild weather.

However, the transition will increase electricity demand that, according to the report, the

higher consumption must be met through renewable energy sources.

So it is extremely encouraging that 2022 saw record generation and capacity additions for

wind and solar. Both played a critical role in mitigating the impact of the energy crisis— from a

financial, security and climate perspective—with solar leading the charge.

It also considers that Cyprus has seen

a remarkably quick integration of

solar generation into their electricity

mix.

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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This month Ernest&Young (EY) consultancy has issued a report on “The Future of Banking in Cyprus”

supported by the Association of Cyprus Banks (ACB) (https://www.ey.com/en_cy/the-future-of-

banking-in-cyprus). The report showcases the importance and contribution of Cypriot banks to the

wider economy and society, and identifies current and upcoming challenges and opportunities

and it offers an overview over a sector – the banking one – that dealt with a sever crisis ten years

ago and that so far it has also experimented the sole case of bail-in among EU States.

According to the report, the Cypriot banking sector is a fundamental pillar of the country’s

economy with one of the highest Gross Value Added contributions in the Eurozone; 6.6%

compared to the EZ average of 2.8%. Banks (ACB members) employ more than 7,4001 people

and usually contribute approximately 4% of the state’s annual tax revenues.

After almost a decade of deleveraging efforts, the credit to gross domestic product (GDP) ratio is

approaching the Eurozone average (80% as of December 2021).

Cypriot banks provide credit to the Cypriot households and businesses, recording growth in new

lending volumes year-on-year from 2015 to 2019. Undeniably, the sector experienced a slowdown

during the first two years of the pandemic. Returning to normality in 2022, Cypriot banks are on

track to meet and even surpass previous highs of 2017 and 2019.

The Cypriot banking sector constitutes the engine of the economy through its financial

intermediary activities on a daily basis, money circulation, microtransactions, trade financing and

trade guarantees.
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Cypriot businesses have been widely

supported by banks during the pandemic.

Banks had shown great flexibility in repayment

schedules and, along with Government

initiatives, helped clients tackle liquidity

problems. Loan payment moratoria were

picked up by 60% of eligible businesses across

the sector for 2020, the highest ratio in Europe.

On the other hand, the report put on the light

the fact that as Cypriot banks have suffered

from unprecedently high Non-Performing-

Loans (NPLs) in the past decade which ratio

reached a record high of 48% in 2015, efforts in

terms of deleveraging, NPL trades and

dedicated organic servicing, have reduced

the ratio to 10.9% as of September 2022, but it

is still the second highest in Europe.

According to EY report, the current macro-

economic environment though, makes it likely

a rise in NPLs again, which is one of the

greatest threats to the stability of the Cypriot

banking system.

The report also takes in consideration the

current development of the banking and

finance through the framework of

Environmental Social Governance (ESG). In line

with the Paris Agreement, Cyprus is committed

to reaching specific environmental targets by

2030 and 2050 and the current energy crisis is

boosting demand for green financing.

The report highlights how small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) are the backbone of the

Cypriot non-financial business economy as their contribution to total value added and

employment is striking, at 76% and 84% respectively. Both are substantially higher than the

respective EU averages of 56% and 67%.

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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Graphs & Data

Harmonized Consumer Prices Index.

Annual Rate of Change 6,8%, January 2023.

Exports of Domestically Produced Goods 

January – November 2022.

The HICP rose by 6,8% between January

2022 and January 2023, and fell by 1,4%

in the month between December 2022

and January 2023.

Compared to January 2022, the largest

changes were noted in Housing, Water,

Electricity, Gas and Other Fuels (18,0%)

and Food and Non-Alcoholic
Beverages (10,9%).

Compared to December 2022, the

largest change was recorded in

category Clothing and Footwear (-

13,0%). As regards the economic origin,

the largest change when compared to

the index of January 2022 was recorded

in Energy (16,2%).

When compared to the index of the

previous month, the largest changes

were monitored in category Energy (-

3,3%) and Non energy industrial goods

(-3,0%).

Source: CYSTAT, Cyprus Statistical Service. 23/02/2023

Total imports of goods amounted to

€1.008,8 mn in November 2022 as

compared to €937,1 mn in November

2021, recording an increase of 7,7%.

Exports of domestically produced

products, including stores and provisions,

in November 2022 were €97,7 mn as

compared to €145,9 mn in November

2021, recording a decrease of 33,0%.

Domestic exports of industrial products

in November 2022 were €90,8 mn

compared to €138,7 mn in November

2021, whilst domestic exports of

agricultural products in November 2022

were €5,9 mn compared to €6,0 mn in

November 2021.

Exports of foreign products, including

stores and provisions, in November 2022

were €248,1 mn as

compared to €223,7 mn in November

2021, recording an increase of 10,9%.
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